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muraliwork54@gmail.com

8124869745

Muralikrishnan P

1518102080

2022

Alumni Feedback Form on Curriculum(2015R)
Sona College of Technology,Department of CSE gathers requirements from Stakeholders in the process of 
Revision of CSE Curriculum so as to match the needs of Industry Requirements and to make B.E CSE 
Graduates as Role Ready Engineers. Kindly mark your responses for the given Course.

Email Address *

Mobile Number *

Name *

Register Number *

Batch (Outgoing Year) *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

 Contribution of BE CSE curriculum to the knowledge required for your current position. *

The courses are well structured and placed in order for a visible improvement in performance *

Support from curriculum towards approaching real world problems and finding solutions *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Support from syllabus in promoting lifelong learning and ethical practices

Extent of syllabus and associated activities to support team work and communication *

Support from curriculum to promote entrepreneurship skills
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Yes

No

Maybe

 Conduct of laboratory courses towards improving the programming and analytical skills * *

Contribution of BE CSE curriculum in getting campus placement *

Do you recognize the importance of Management papers (Organization Behaviour,
Businessprocesses, Reengineering etc) in your career?
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Low

1 2 3 4 5

High

Data structures and Algorithms

DPSD (very deep concepts of electronics)

DataScience

Availability and Accessibility 

Syllabus is not much related to industrial area.
Need to guide and  instruct the students for their research as early as possible but not in Final semester

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Contribution of Final semester project to employability *

List the courses from the curriculum that are helpful for your career development (including
laboratory courses)

*

List of few courses that can be removed from the curriculum (With Reasons)

 List few course names that can be added specifically to match the latest industry trends

 Strengths of BE CSE curriculum *

 Weakness of BE CSE curriculum *
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nishalinimaran444@gmail.com

9688945941

NISHALINI M

1518102084

2022

Alumni Feedback Form on Curriculum(2015R)
Sona College of Technology,Department of CSE gathers requirements from Stakeholders in the process of 
Revision of CSE Curriculum so as to match the needs of Industry Requirements and to make B.E CSE 
Graduates as Role Ready Engineers. Kindly mark your responses for the given Course.

Email Address *

Mobile Number *

Name *

Register Number *

Batch (Outgoing Year) *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

 Contribution of BE CSE curriculum to the knowledge required for your current position. *

The courses are well structured and placed in order for a visible improvement in performance *

Support from curriculum towards approaching real world problems and finding solutions *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Support from syllabus in promoting lifelong learning and ethical practices

Extent of syllabus and associated activities to support team work and communication *

Support from curriculum to promote entrepreneurship skills
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Yes

No

Maybe

 Conduct of laboratory courses towards improving the programming and analytical skills * *

Contribution of BE CSE curriculum in getting campus placement *

Do you recognize the importance of Management papers (Organization Behaviour,
Businessprocesses, Reengineering etc) in your career?
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Low

1 2 3 4 5

High

DBMS

Data Science

The courses included and few laboratory courses

New courses can be added according to the current trends and technologies

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Contribution of Final semester project to employability *

List the courses from the curriculum that are helpful for your career development (including
laboratory courses)

*

List of few courses that can be removed from the curriculum (With Reasons)

 List few course names that can be added specifically to match the latest industry trends

 Strengths of BE CSE curriculum *

 Weakness of BE CSE curriculum *
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vanathi809@gmail.com

6379880767

VANATHI P

1518102148

2022

Alumni Feedback Form on Curriculum(2015R)
Sona College of Technology,Department of CSE gathers requirements from Stakeholders in the process of 
Revision of CSE Curriculum so as to match the needs of Industry Requirements and to make B.E CSE 
Graduates as Role Ready Engineers. Kindly mark your responses for the given Course.

Email Address *

Mobile Number *

Name *

Register Number *

Batch (Outgoing Year) *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

 Contribution of BE CSE curriculum to the knowledge required for your current position. *

The courses are well structured and placed in order for a visible improvement in performance *

Support from curriculum towards approaching real world problems and finding solutions *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Support from syllabus in promoting lifelong learning and ethical practices

Extent of syllabus and associated activities to support team work and communication *

Support from curriculum to promote entrepreneurship skills
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Yes

No

Maybe

 Conduct of laboratory courses towards improving the programming and analytical skills * *

Contribution of BE CSE curriculum in getting campus placement *

Do you recognize the importance of Management papers (Organization Behaviour,
Businessprocesses, Reengineering etc) in your career?
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Low

1 2 3 4 5

High

C,
OOPS in C++,
Python Laboratory,
Web Programming,
Machine Learning Laboratory  and
Communication Laboratory

Able to be get placed in good companies.

Contribution of Final semester project to employability *

List the courses from the curriculum that are helpful for your career development (including
laboratory courses)

*

List of few courses that can be removed from the curriculum (With Reasons)

 List few course names that can be added specifically to match the latest industry trends

 Strengths of BE CSE curriculum *
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No weekness

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

 Weakness of BE CSE curriculum *

 Forms
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preethiraja21@gmail.com

6369685493

PREETHI R

1518102101

2022

Alumni Feedback Form on Curriculum(2015R)
Sona College of Technology,Department of CSE gathers requirements from Stakeholders in the process of 
Revision of CSE Curriculum so as to match the needs of Industry Requirements and to make B.E CSE 
Graduates as Role Ready Engineers. Kindly mark your responses for the given Course.

Email Address *

Mobile Number *

Name *

Register Number *

Batch (Outgoing Year) *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

 Contribution of BE CSE curriculum to the knowledge required for your current position. *

The courses are well structured and placed in order for a visible improvement in performance *

Support from curriculum towards approaching real world problems and finding solutions *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Support from syllabus in promoting lifelong learning and ethical practices

Extent of syllabus and associated activities to support team work and communication *

Support from curriculum to promote entrepreneurship skills
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Yes

No

Maybe

 Conduct of laboratory courses towards improving the programming and analytical skills * *

Contribution of BE CSE curriculum in getting campus placement *

Do you recognize the importance of Management papers (Organization Behaviour,
Businessprocesses, Reengineering etc) in your career?
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Low

1 2 3 4 5

High

More over all courses are very helpful for me

We always motivate each other nd helpfull for othera

Planning for IV

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Contribution of Final semester project to employability *

List the courses from the curriculum that are helpful for your career development (including
laboratory courses)

*

List of few courses that can be removed from the curriculum (With Reasons)

 List few course names that can be added specifically to match the latest industry trends

 Strengths of BE CSE curriculum *

 Weakness of BE CSE curriculum *

 Forms
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g.bhuvaneswari2000@gmail.com 

9245779481

BHUVANESWARI G

1518102015

2022

Alumni Feedback Form on Curriculum(2015R)
Sona College of Technology,Department of CSE gathers requirements from Stakeholders in the process of 
Revision of CSE Curriculum so as to match the needs of Industry Requirements and to make B.E CSE 
Graduates as Role Ready Engineers. Kindly mark your responses for the given Course.

Email Address *

Mobile Number *

Name *

Register Number *

Batch (Outgoing Year) *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

 Contribution of BE CSE curriculum to the knowledge required for your current position. *

The courses are well structured and placed in order for a visible improvement in performance *

Support from curriculum towards approaching real world problems and finding solutions *
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Support from syllabus in promoting lifelong learning and ethical practices

Extent of syllabus and associated activities to support team work and communication *

Support from curriculum to promote entrepreneurship skills
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Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Needs review

Yes

No

Maybe

 Conduct of laboratory courses towards improving the programming and analytical skills * *

Contribution of BE CSE curriculum in getting campus placement *

Do you recognize the importance of Management papers (Organization Behaviour,
Businessprocesses, Reengineering etc) in your career?
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Low

1 2 3 4 5

High

1. Programming and Data Structures
2. Object oriented programming using C++
3. Operating Systems
4. Software Engineering
5. Computer Networks

Python, Database MySQL and MongoDB, React js and Angular js, Testing based books.

The course covers a wide range of topics while merging computer programming and networking 
fundamentals. Only a few of the concepts covered in Computer Science are logic, algorithms, abstraction, 
and computability. Software engineering, networking, distributed databases, information processing, 
programming languages, and a variety of other topics are covered. And more subjects is an enthralling and 
one-of-a-kind innovative subject that inspires us to pursue creativity and technology

Contribution of Final semester project to employability *

List the courses from the curriculum that are helpful for your career development (including
laboratory courses)

*

List of few courses that can be removed from the curriculum (With Reasons)

 List few course names that can be added specifically to match the latest industry trends

 Strengths of BE CSE curriculum *
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Some topics are out of date. If it is current, it is simple to apply in the real world. It is also useful for problem 
solving. More advanced and up-to-date courses are required to gain knowledge in the computer science 
domain. Instead of more theory classes, we needed lab sessions to improve our skills. Furthermore, as a 
newcomer, we have no experience, so if there is any hands-on problem solving, we can gain valuable 
experience and find it easier to advance in our careers.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

 Weakness of BE CSE curriculum *
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SONA COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY:SALEM
( An Autonomous InstItution)

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ALUMNI FEEDBACK FORM

We shall be thankful to you and appreciate you, if you spare some of your valuable time to fill-up thIS
feedback form and give us valuable suggestions for further improvements of teaching learning,
department and college. Your valuable inputs wIll be of great use to improve the quality our academic

Of the collegeprograms and enhance the credit>iI
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How do you rate the sequence of the courses
included into the programs?
How do you rate the competencies in relation to
the course content?
How do you rate the sequence of the topia
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At what extent curriculum is matched to current
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We shall be thankful to you and appreciate you, if you spare some of your valuable time to fill-up this
feedback form and give us valuable suggestions for further improvements of teaching learning,
department and college. Your valuable inputs will be of great use to improve the quality our academic
programs and enhance the credibility of the college
Name of the Alumnus
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E mail ID
Mobile No
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SONA COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY:SALEM
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How do you rate relevance of the courses in
relation to the program?
How do you rate the curriculum design and
syllabus prescribed for the programme?
How do you rate the sequence of the courses
included into the programs?
How do you rate the competencies in relation to
the course content?
How do you rate the sequence of the topics
placed in the course syllabus?
At what extent curriculum is matched to current
industry trends?
How do you rate the offering of the electives in
relation to the technological advancements?
How do you rate the depth and load of CQurSe
content including project work?
How do you rate the courses which are skills
related matching to the Industry included into
the programs?
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SONA COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY:SALEM
( An Autonomous Institution)

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ALUMNI FEEDBAeK FQRM

We shall be thankful to you and appreciate you, if you spare some of your valuable time to fill-up this
feedback form and give us valuable suggestions for further improvements of teaching learning,
department and college. Your valuable inputs will be of great use to improve the quality our academic

of the collegeprograms and enhance the credibili
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How do you rate relevance of the courses in
relatIon to the program?
How do you rate the curriculum design and
syllabus present>ect for the prograrwne?
How do you rate the sequence of the courses
included into the programs?
How do you rate the competencies in relation to
the course content?
How do you rate the sequence of the topics
placed in the course syllabus?
At what extent curriculum is matched to current
industry trends?
How do you rate the offering of the electives in
relation to the technological advancements?
How do you rate the depth and load of course
content including project work?
How do you rate the courses which are skills
related matching to the Industry included into
the programs?
How best the curriculum and courses helps you
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